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Abstract
All major desktop environments are designed around the
assumption of having a single system cursor and a single
keyboard. Co-located multi-user interaction on a standard
desktop requires users to physically hand over the
devices. Existing collaboration applications require
complicated and limiting setups and no collaboration
application or toolkit supports ad-hoc transition from a
traditional single-user desktop to a multi-user
collaboration environment without restarting applications.
Our Multi-Pointer X server (MPX) allows easy transition
between a single-user desktop and a multi-user
collaboration environment. Pointer devices and keyboards
can be added and removed at any time. Independent
cursors and keyboard foci for these devices allow users to
interact with and type into multiple applications
simultaneously. MPX is compatible with any legacy X
application and resolves ambiguity in legacy APIs using
the novel “ClientPointer” principle. MPX also provides
new APIs for multi-user applications and thus enables
fluid integration of single-user and multi-user
environments.
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Introduction

Collaboration is often spontaneous and unstructured, and
this is particularly true when colleagues in the work place
ask for impromptu help. When the colleagues then focus
on a task that is represented on a traditional workstation,
they need to collaborate on a single screen with a single
set of mouse and keyboard devices. This restriction
requires the users to pass the physical devices between
themselves.
Several collaborative applications and toolkits have been
introduced in the past (Hourcade 1999, Hutterer 2006,
Izadi 2003, Tse 2004), focusing on planned and
structured collaboration. Our Multi-Pointer X (MPX)
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turns the desktop into a single display groupware
environment, with the option of adding devices on the fly.
This groupware environment can run traditional singleuser applications and multi-user aware applications
simultaneously (Hutterer 2007b).
MPX is not a collaboration application. The collaboration
features are integrated into the windowing system,
allowing MPX to provide ad-hoc collaboration across the
whole desktop as well as collaboration within a single
application. This low-level integration of these features
makes the technology available to any graphical
application, regardless of application support. Multi-user
functionality can be utilised in traditional single-user
applications as well as novel multi-user software.
Imagine a scenario where a user, Bob, is required to
collect information about a specific topic. Bob uses MPX
as his windowing system. After a few hours of browsing
the web he asks Alice for help. At this point in time, Bob
has two browser windows and a word processor open on
his desktop. To help Bob, Alice needs to interact with
Bob’s desktop. She connects a mouse to Bob’s host
computer and a second cursor appears. Alice browses the
web in one of the browser windows using her mouse. Bob
continues to use his mouse and keyboard to write the
summary. Bob can also interact with the same browser
window or any other window at the same time. When
Bob’s question has been answered, Alice disconnects her
mouse and Bob goes back to working in single-user
mode.
This scenario highlights the benefits of support for
multiple independent devices across multiple legacy
applications. It also shows how a smooth transition
between a traditional single-user desktop and a
collaboration environment enables ad-hoc collaboration.
MPX is currently the only technology that makes the
above scenario possible. Traditional collaboration
applications (Bier 1991, Izadi 2003) and toolkits
(Hourcade 1999, Hutterer 2006, Tse 2004) provide users
with features such as multiple input devices, floor control
and tools to increase awareness. At the same time, they
restrict the users’ ability to interact with traditional
desktop applications. Only a limited set of applications at
a time can provide groupware features. Outside of these
applications, multi-user interaction is not possible. A
simple task such as reading emails can require a
shutdown of the collaboration environment.

MPX is a modification of the X.org X server1 to support
multiple cursors and multiple keyboard foci. MPX is
compatible with any application that runs on a current X
server. In fact, if there is only one pair of input devices
connected, MPX is identical to a standard X server. We
can transition between a traditional single-user desktop to
a multi-user environment just by adding or removing
input devices. Users can continue to use well-established
applications and even their standard desktop
environments (e.g. GNOME). MPX is an important step
in the transition from the single-pointer single-keyboard
paradigm that dominates current user interfaces to true
multi-user environments.
A detailed description of MPX has been presented
elsewhere (Hutterer 2007b). This paper presents recent
enhancements to MPX to provide multiple independent
keyboard foci, support the dynamic addition of cursors
and keyboard foci for hotplugged devices, and resolve
ambiguities in single-user APIs. These enhancements
allow fluid transition from single-user to multi-user mode
without restarting any applications. We will also present
two prototype applications that demonstrate how the
multi-user features in MPX can be utilised. In Hutterer
and Thomas (Hutterer 2007a), a brief overview of these
concepts was presented, whereas this paper provides a
detailed descriptions of the concepts and implementations
issues.
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Related Work

The benefit of multiple input devices is well researched.
Stewart et al. (Stewart 1998) found a preference towards
individual input devices when users collaborate using
Single Display Groupware (SDG). Other research showed
that domination of one user is less prevalent when users
have equal access to a user interface (Inkpen 1997,
Stanton 2003). Pawar et al. found that one mouse per user
can improve children’s ability to memorise words (Pawar
2007), while at the same time reducing boredom and
distraction. Grudin stated that support for everyday
applications is a requirement for the adoption of
groupware (Grudin 1994), yet few groupware toolkits
allow collaboration in legacy applications on a single
display.
Several applications and toolkits focus on enabling
multiple input devices. MMM (Bier 1991) was an early
system to support four simultaneous users on a single
display. SDGToolkit (Tse 2004) and MID (Hourcade
1999) are high-level toolkits in C# and Java for
groupware applications. They are targeted towards new
applications that need to support multiple users. The
SDGToolkit has been successfully used at a university
course to create novel applications (Greenberg 2007).
However, the SDGToolkit does not support the execution
of multiple collaborative applications simultaneously.
The MIDDesktop (Shoemaker 2001) utilised MID to
provide a desktop-like environment to execute several
Java applets simultaneously. TIDL (Hutterer 2006)
requires legacy Java applications to be started by a
1
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custom application loader to provide them with a multiuser context. TIDL cannot provide multi-user
functionality to already running applications. Both
MIDDesktop and TIDL cannot utilise applications not
written in Java. Dynamo (Izadi 2003) provides a multiuser environment focusing on media sharing. Legacy
applications are supported through inter-process
communication (IPC) mechanisms. The Dynamo desktop
is focused around multiple users interacting with media
assets, but the dependency on IPC restricts the use of
those applications that do not support those interfaces.
Focusing only on multi-user interaction is a common
caveat of groupware applications and toolkits. Instant
transition between a single-user and multi-user
environment without the need to restart any applications
is not supported by any current technology other than
MPX.
On the other hand, multi-touch hardware is becoming
more popular. The e-Beam pen devices (http://www.ebeam.com) allow two pens to be used simultaneously.
Han (Han 2005) presented a multi-touch display
technology based on frustrated internal reflection. This
technology supports a theoretically unlimited number of
touch points at a very low cost. Wilson (Wilson 2004)
used stereo cameras to detect touch-points on a
transparent touch screen. The absence of a diffuser allows
for high-resolution images and the possibility of user
identification
through
face
recognition.
The
DiamondTouch (Dietz 2001) technology supports user
identification using the body’s electrical resistance. The
DiamondSpin toolkit (Shen 2004) was developed for use
with the DiamondTouch and allows applications to freely
rotate their windows. DiamondSpin was for example used
by the UbiTable (Shen 2003) to allow ad-hoc sharing and
viewing of documents stored on users’ laptops. When
they walk up to the DiamondTouch table, their laptop
connects to the software running on the tabletop display
and provides them with areas to view and exchange their
private data. DiamondSpin provides Java APIs for novel
applications and can support legacy applications if they
are started from within a specific context. Applications
not written in Java are not supported.
The Soap input device (Baudisch 2006) is a modified
wireless mouse that can be held and controlled in one
hand. The wireless technology and indirect nature of the
device easily allows for multiple users to interact
simultaneously with a shared whiteboard. Yet these users
would be restricted by the windowing system to a single
system cursor. The everyday desktop remains restricted to
a single user.
MPX is the first GroupWare Windowing System
(GWWS) (Hutterer 2007b). Traditional groupware
toolkits and applications had to access the hardware
directly, causing race conditions between different
toolkits. A GWWS provides a unified way for toolkits
and applications to access multi-user functionality.
Previously, we described how MPX supported multiple
independent system cursors, an extensive floor control
mechanism and annotation overlays in connection with
our Multi-Pointer Window Manager (MPWM). (Hutterer
2007b)

the screen of such a pointer will be referred to as a
cursor.

Figure 1. MPX delivers the event to the
applications that has the device’s focus.
MPX is not an implementation of a new windowing
system. MPX changes the input subsystem and event
delivery of the X.org X server, the de-facto standard for
X server implementations. As a result, it is compatible to
any X application and can be used as a drop-in
replacement for the standard X server. X is the standard
windowing system for virtually every graphical desktop
under Unix, BSD and Linux. A replication of MPX’s
functionality in the windowing systems of Microsoft
Windows and Apple Mac OS X will require internal
device-based state tracking for all input events and a
revision and modification of the windowing system APIs.
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Ad-hoc Collaboration on the Desktop

A GWWS needs to support the hotplugging of input
devices to support ad-hoc collaboration. By adding and
removing input devices users can transition fluidly
between a single-user desktop and a groupware
environment. Multiple input devices provide the ability
for multiple users to interact simultaneously with any
number of applications. With such a GWWS, users can
set up an impromptu collaboration environment on any
workstation.
MPX can support up to 128 (7 bit) independent input
devices. Devices can be pointing devices (mice,
trackballs, pens, touch screens, etc.) or keyboard devices.
For the scope of this paper, we will refer to any type of
pointing device as a pointer. The visible representation on

In traditional windowing systems, the keyboard input
focus is usually set when the user clicks into a window.
All keyboard events are then delivered to the application
that obtained the input focus. With the availability of
multiple cursors and multiple keyboard foci, MPX can
pair each keyboard’s focus with one distinct cursor and
thus provide one focus per keyboard. A pair of input
devices behaves exactly like the traditional mousekeyboard combination, with the cursor controlling the
paired keyboard’s focus. MPX delivers the events based
on a device’s focus. In Figure 1, pointer and keyboard 2
have their focus set to application A. At the same time,
pointer and keyboard 4 have their focus set to B. If one of
these devices emits events, these events are only sent to
the respective application. By keeping the event streams
separate, MPX allows simultaneous interaction with
multiple applications, even with legacy applications. This
gives users the ability to work independently. The legacy
applications do not know that there are multiple keyboard
foci or multiple cursors.
All major operating systems support input device
hotplugging of pointers and keyboards, but windowing
systems do not utilise this functionality. Additional
pointers are always merged into the single system cursor,
and additional keyboards will share a single input focus.
As a result, adding additional input devices does not
provide any collaboration features in traditional
windowing systems.
MPX creates a new additional cursors and keyboard foci
for devices hotplugged at runtime. When a new keyboard
is plugged in, MPX automatically pairs it with the first
available unpaired pointer (see Figure 2a). This automatic
pairing for hot-plugged devices directly benefits users. A
user only needs to plug in a mouse and a keyboard, a new
cursor and a new keyboard focus become available and
the user can start working immediately, without the need
for further configuration. If all available pointers are
already paired, the first pointer is chosen (see Figure 2b).
If no physical pointer is connected to the host computer,
the keyboard is paired with a virtual pointer to ensure
data consistency (see Figure 2c). MPX also exposes an
API to change the device pairing at any time. Each
keyboard device can be paired with one pointer only but a
pointer may be associated with multiple keyboards (1:N

Figure 2. Automatic pairing of hot-plugged devices. a) new keyboard with available unpaired pointer, b) new
keyboard with no unpaired pointer available, c) keyboard with no physical pointer connected.

pairing). Whenever a device pairing is changed through
the API or by physically adding or removing devices,
applications are notified about the new pairing. The list of
pointer-keyboard pairings can be queried at any time,
allowing applications to adjust their interfaces or
interaction methods based on the current device pairing.
Modifying the keyboard-pointer pairing has widereaching consequences on user interaction. For example,
if the pairing is changed at an inappropriate time, a user
typing a password may suddenly end up typing it into a
text field visible to other users. For this reason, only one
application at a time can be authorized to change device
pairing. The window manager is arguably the application
with the biggest influence on the user interface. It is
responsible for window placement, focus changes and the
minimizing and maximizing of the windows. We believe
that the window manager is the ideal application to
administer device pairing. Our experimental window
manager MPWM provides a default device pairing
mechanism where users can click on the icon of a
keyboard to pair it with their pointer device. However, we
acknowledge that further research and experimentation is
needed to develop a less interruptive pairing interface. A
simple method to explicitly pair devices is to unplug both
devices, and immediately plug both devices back into the
computer.
Unplugging a pointer that is paired to a keyboard will
release the keyboard’s pairing. As a result, keyboard
events will not be sent to any application and the
keyboard needs to be manually paired with a different
pointer. MPX does not automatically re-pair a device for
security reasons. Automatic re-pairing may also result in
two keyboards being paired with a single pointer, which
leads to interference when both users type
simultaneously.
The support for hotplugged input devices directly in the
windowing system leads to a new perception in the user
interface. Instead of a single-user environment, it is now a
true multi-user environment with the number of input
devices varying over time. This number can even be zero,
when all physical devices are unplugged. Future
applications must be developed with this in mind.
However, legacy applications assume the existence of one
pointer and one keyboard. MPX internally keeps a virtual

Figure 3. Illustration of the ClientPointer principle.

pointer and a virtual keyboard. These virtual devices are
only utilised when legacy application request information
that requires data from a pointer and/or keyboard and
there is no physical device connected to the host
computer. The virtual devices never send events to the
applications and are ignored whenever MPX needs to
traverse the internal device lists for processing.
Collaboration is not limited to desktop computers. For
example, tabletops and shared whiteboards are commonly
used for collaboration on a single display (Ishii 1992,
Kruger 2002, Wu 2003), yet they require custom setups
and depend on prototype toolkits (Esenther 2002, Shen
2004). With a GWWS like MPX, these displays can
provide the same environment as a desktop computer.
This allows executing both collaborative applications as
well as traditional desktop single-user applications, thus
blurring the difference between a desktop computer and a
shared collaborative surface. With hotplugging support in
the GWWS, users can just naturally walk up to a table or
whiteboard and start interacting.
Ad-hoc collaboration on a desktop can suffer from a lack
of screen real estate. MPX supports both multi-monitor
graphic cards and also multiple graphics cards in one host
computer, allowing for setups with several display
devices. Grudin found in a survey that multiple monitors
were often used as secondary displays and not necessarily
as extension of the available screen size (Grudin 2001).
He noted that windows were rarely maximised across two
monitors. Such behaviour is beneficial for ad-hoc
collaboration. Two users could utilise one monitor each,
and collaborate with minimal interference, while at the
same time being able to access the peer’s screen estate.
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Resolving API Ambiguity

All traditional single-user applications are designed for an
infrastructure that provides a single system cursor and a
single keyboard focus. Applications communicate with
the X server by sending requests over a reliable socket.
Most of the communication is part of the core X protocol,
but several protocol extensions are available. About one
quarter of the requests in the core X protocol becomes
ambiguous if more than one cursor and/or more than one
keyboard focus are available. A typical example for such
an ambiguity is an application querying the position of
the cursor. In MPX, there may be multiple cursors on the
screen.
Our novel ClientPointer principle resolves these
ambiguities. Upon application start-up, the windowing
system assigns one distinct pointer to the application.
Whenever an application issues an ambiguous request,
this ClientPointer is chosen as the default device. If a
request requires keyboard data, the keyboard that is
paired with the ClientPointer is chosen. Figure 3
demonstrates the ClientPointer principle. Application A
has pointer 1 set as ClientPointer, application B pointer 4.
When A issues an ambiguous request (say get cursor
position), MPX uses pointer 1 to provide the necessary
data (dashed line). When B issues an ambiguous request
(say warp cursor), MPX selects pointer 4 (dotted line). If
B’s request requires keyboard data, MPX selects the

applications need to be adapted to comply with the new
multi-device paradigm. However, Tse et al. (Tse 2004)
noticed that even when users work on the same task they
consciously and unconsciously avoid interference. With
this in mind and the existing proper floor control in MPX
(Hutterer 2007b), we believe that many legacy
applications will not need modifications.
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Figure 4. Screenshot of MPX with four legacy applications
utilizing the ClientPointer principle.
keyboard paired with pointer 4 (dotted line). No keyboard
is paired with pointer 1 and if A issues a request that
requires keyboard data, MPX provides data from a virtual
keyboard that is in a neutral state. Note that although
pointers 1 and 4 are set as ClientPointers, pointers 2 and 3
can nevertheless interact with both applications (solid
lines).
The xeyes application shown in Figure 4 queries the
cursor coordinates and then adjusts the eyes to look at the
cursor. In Figure 4, two xeyes have different
ClientPointer settings and thus look at two different
cursors. The ClientPointer can be set at any time using
Xlib functions. For the same reasons as given above, we
believe that the window manager should be responsible
for adjusting the ClientPointer. Our window manager
changes the ClientPointer upon click into a window. For
exotic management of ClientPointer rules, explicit
applications may be developed to handle these cases.
Previous research prototypes used the notion of a system
cursor and virtual cursors (Hourcade 1999, Hutterer 2006,
Tse 2004). The ClientPointer principle is different. In
MPX, all cursors are true system cursors. Each
application can have a different ClientPointer, and any
input device can interact with the application regardless
of the ClientPointer setting (solid lines in Figure 2). The
ClientPointer only gets preference over the other pointer
devices when an application issues an ambiguous request.
If an application never issues such a request, all pointer
devices are equal.

Grab ownership

The standard X APIs allow an application to “grab” the
pointer and/or the keyboard. During such a grab, only the
grabbing application will get events from the device,
regardless of the device’s focus or the pointer’s location.
Grabs are heavily used for popup menus. For example,
while a popup menu is visible, a click on the menu itself
results in the appropriate action, whereas a click outside
of the menu will cause the menu to disappear. A “pointer
grab” ensures that the event is delivered to the popup
menu, regardless of the click location. Only one
application can have a grab on a given device at a time.
Grabs are designed on the assumption that there is only
one set of input devices. In MPX, if one pointer were to
send an event after another pointer caused a popup menu
to appear, the popup menu may disappear again
immediately. This interrupts the user’s interaction. To
avoid this, we have introduced the notion of “grab
ownership” (see Figure 5). While a grab is active (dashed
line), no other device can send events to the grabbing
application (dotted lines). At the same time, other devices
can interact with all other applications (solid lines).
X allows active grabs and passive grabs. Active grabs are
requested by the application and last until the application
requests to “ungrab” the pointer/keyboard. A legacy
application does not explicitly specify the device to grab,
and in MPX these active grabs default to the
ClientPointer, or the keyboard paired with the
ClientPointer respectively.
Passive grabs on the other hand are requested only once
and stored in the X server. They are activated when a
particular button or key (as defined by the application) is
pressed, and the grab is deactivated again when this
button or key is released. Passive grabs are heavily used
for drop-down and popup menus, as well as window

The ClientPointer principle is designed to resolve
ambiguities for legacy applications. Multi-user
applications do not need to use ambiguous single-user
APIs and thus do not depend on the ClientPointer setting.
The ClientPointer principle ensures valid data is provided
to an application, but it depends on the application how to
process the data. Some features such as typing into two
text fields simultaneously within one application need
active support by the application or toolkit. These

Figure 5. Grab ownership for legacy applications.

Figure 6. Device grabs as applicable for multi-user
applications.
manager interaction. Since passive grabs are activated in
response to an interaction with a GUI element, we
introduced grab ownership with flexible devices for
passive grabs. Instead of selecting the ClientPointer,
MPX switches the grab device upon activation to reflect
the device causing the passive grab to activate. If the
application requests an active grab while a passive grab is
active, the active grab is issued on the switched device.
This ensures interface consistency.
Grab ownership only applies to legacy applications.
Multi-user applications know about the existence of
multiple devices and can explicitly specify which device
to grab. In this case, the notion of a grab is different (see
Figure 6). For legacy applications, activating a grab
means that only one device can interact with the grabbing
application. For multi-user applications, an active grab on
a device (dashed line) ensures that any event from this
device being sent only to the grabbing application, and no
other application can receive events from this device for
the duration of the grab. At the same time, the application
(and any other application) can still receive events from a
non-grabbed device (solid lines).
Grab ownership allows multiple popup windows
simultaneously, albeit only across multiple applications.
As mentioned before, it depends on the application to
process input events. Multiple simultaneous popup
windows within the same application require application
support and are thus not possible for legacy applications.
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The MalaMinya
applications

and

MM2

drawing

We implemented two multi-user drawing editors to
demonstrate MPX’s support for single-display groupware
applications. The first application, “MalaMinya”, is a
simple bitmap drawing tool that allows several users to
interact simultaneously on the canvas (see Figure 7). The
drawing canvas is surrounded by a number of colour
buttons. One home area is provided for each user, with
buttons to select the pen tool, the eraser tool and to clean
the whole canvas. The home areas are locked to their
respective user using MPX’s floor control mechanism. A
user’s cursor is appended with a small icon, and this icon
is also displayed next to the user’s home area. The home

Figure 7. Screenshot of the MalaMinya drawing tool.
areas are arranged around the canvas to accommodate for
tabletop users and their physical position around the
table.
A selection of a tool or a colour only affects this user’s
state, allowing for different tools and colours for each
user. All interaction with MalaMinya can happen
simultaneously. For example, while one user may be
drawing on the canvas, another user may be erasing a part
of the canvas. Other users may simultaneously change
their tools and/or colours and start drawing.
The second drawing tool, “MM2”, provides vector-based
shapes (lines, rectangles, ellipses) to be put on the canvas
(see Figure 8). Shapes can be manipulated once on the
canvas. Each user has a free-floating home area for tool
selection. It displays buttons to select a shape, change
colour and adjust line thickness. Each home area is only
accessible by the respective user and can be moved
around freely on the canvas. MM2 accommodates for
hot-plugged devices and adds and removes home areas as
new pointer devices are plugged in.
MalaMinya and MM2 use two different design choices.
MalaMinya places all user interface elements around the
canvas. MM2 on the other hand provides all tools in the
moveable home areas. We expect different interaction for
each of the tools when employed on a tabletop display.
MalaMinya requires users to reach across the table to
activate a control, potentially interfering with other user's
personal space. MM2 on the other hand allows private
works. Each user can drag the home area into their
personal space and interact with the drawing area,
without interfering with others. MalaMinya and MM2
have been tested with up to eight and four pointers
respectively.
Both MalaMinya and MM2 are prototype applications
and demonstrate how to write groupware applications for
MPX. The novelty about our drawing tools is that the
integration of MPX into the windowing system allows
them to be used simultaneously with any other
application on the screen. For example, three users could
sketch in MalaMinya, while four others assemble a

drawing in MM2 and two more users use a legacy word
processor and a web browser.
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Conclusion

In this paper we presented how MPX enables fluid
transition between a single-user and a multi-user
environment by supporting input device hotplugging. The
low-level integration of collaboration features allows any
X application to be utilised in a multi-user context. MPX
can be used as a drop-in replacement for a traditional X
Server. Additional cursors and keyboard foci are added
and removed as new devices are plugged into the host
computer. Automatic device pairing allows users to
collaborate instantly after connecting new devices.
The ClientPointer is a novel principle to resolve
ambiguity in single-user APIs. Each application is
assigned a ClientPointer device, and MPX chooses the
ClientPointer to provide data for ambiguous requests.
Any device can interact with an application regardless of
the ClientPointer setting, and the ClientPointer can be
changed at run-time.
The concept of grab ownership enables multiple
applications to gain exclusive access to a pointer and/or
keyboard device at a time to provide common interfaces
such as popup menu. Allowing passive grabs with
flexible devices allows for multiple popup or drop-down
menus simultaneously

Figure 8. Screenshot of the MM2 drawing tool.
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